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Profs OK
Contract
Proposals

v

ri

A minimum of resistance on p ro fe s s io n a l
o rg a n iz a tio n
the part of the Montclair State members on a voluntary basis for
College faculty toward state the
following
organizations:
contract
proposals
was
the (Campus) Faculty Association;
forecast of associate speech the Association of New Jersey
professor Karl Moll, Faculty State College Faculties, Inc.; the
Association president.
Association of New Jersey College
The contract, the first o f its and University Professors; and the
kind between the state and its National Society of Professors.
employes, was scheduled to come
The chief advantage to this
up for approval at an emergency system, according to Moll, is that
faculty meeting yesterday.
faculty members could pay their
AREAS COVERED in the organization dues in a form of
contract
include
salary and installment sysm spaced out
employment conditions, tenure, during the year, instead o f paying
reappointment and prommotion the fee in one lump sum, as' is
regulation. It establishes a 24-hour done presently. Moll feels that
annual teaching load, and a this system would encourage more
faculty members to join the
specific grievance procedure.
The contract also mandates the professional associations.
THE
FIVE-STEP grievance
state to
collect dues from
procedure provision is the first
system o f registering grievances
ever established on paper fo r
Minutes
before
the
faculty
members. A faculty
M O N T C L A R IO N goes to
member w ith a grievance (in
press, Dr. Joseph Moore,
accordance with the contract's
president of the MSC
definition) can appeal his case to
F a c u lty
A s s o c ia tio n
his department chairman or
announced the acceptance
immediate supervisor.
of
the
state
contract
If he receives no satisfaction, he
proposal by the combined
can then go to his dean, or to the
faculty associations of the
appropriate vice-president. If his
NEW FURNITURE? One o f Delta Omicron Pi's entrants in the Ice Melting Contest during Winter
six state colleges.
complaint is still unresolved, he
Weekend takes a seat during the competition.
can appeal to the president.
Finally, the grievant can take his
case to the chancellor of higher
education. If he is still unsatisfied
with the handling of his grievance,
he can, w ith representation o f the
Faculty Association, appeal to the
Governor's
Employe Relations
TODAY
lower lounge, 6:30 p.m.
Policy
Council.
EAI LOLLIPOP SALE. In student life building lobby, 9 to
FINE AND PERFORMING ARTS MEETING. In faculty
Altho this is an innovative step
3 p.m.
lounge, 4 p.m.
and,
according to Moll, a welcome
PSI CHI MOVIE. In Memorial auditorium, 7 and 10 p.m.
TAU LAMBDA BETA MOVIE. In Memqrial auditorium, 7
one,
he
anticipated
some
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13
p.m.
disucssion
on
the
exact
wording
ISC's COTILLION. In the Grand Ballroom of the New
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY FUND MEETING. In
of the section.
York H ilton.
Memorial auditorium, 2 p.m.
TWO
OTHER
points
of
AUDITIONS - MUSIC DEPT. In music building, all day.
SGA MEETING. In studio theater, 4 p.m.
contention
among
faculty
were
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 14
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17
expected to be the absence of a
DINNER DANCE. Student life building cafeteria, 4 to 10
MOVIE. In L-135, 1 and 7:30 p.m.
state commitment on summer
p.m.
EOF MEETING. In alumni lounge, 10 a.m.
school salaries and some points of
MOVIE. Alpha Sigma Mu. In Memorial auditorium, 6 to 11
SIGMA DELTA PHI MEETING. In alumni lounge, 6:30
the sabbatical leave program.
p.m.
p.m.
The terms of the two-year
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15
FILM FESTIVAL, English department. In Memorial
contract
have
been
under
MOVIE. In L-135, 12 and 7 p.m.
auditorium, 7 p.m.
negotiation
for
approximately
20
JANE FONDA. CLUB feature in Memorial auditorium, 7
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18
months
by
a
Faculty
Association
p.m.
MOVIE. In L-135, at 2 and 7 p.m.
c o m m itte e
comprised
of
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16
MOVIE. Lambda Chi Delta. In Memorial auditorium, 7
representatives
from
all
state
GRADUATE STUDY COMMITTEE meeting. In Cosla
p.m.
colleges.
Room, 6:30 p.m.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19
In order for the contract to be
MATH AND SCIENCE CONGRESS meeting. In V-155, 4
MOVIE. In L-135, 1 p.m.
officially
accepted, it has to be
p.m.
SENIOR CLASS COFFEEHOUSE. In Grace Freeman
agreed
upon
by a majority of the
MOVIE. In L-135, 4 and 7 p.m.
cafeteria, 8 a.m.
combined
Faculty
Association
ALPHA CHI BETA MEETING. In alumni lounge, 7 p.m.
SENIOR CLASS DANCE. In Life Hall cafeteria, 8 p.m.
members
from
all
of
the state
FRESHMEN CLASS MEETING. In student life building.
MOVIE, BOSS. In Memorial auditorium, 7 p.m.
colleges. The contract is the same
for each individual college.
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THR—Master Plan is 'Unrealistic’

T

State’s Scheme Would Limit MSC Size, G rad Programs
By D.M. Levine
S taff Writer
MSC President Thomas H.
Richardson has labeled Phase Two
of the state master plan for higher
education as an "unrealistic" and
"self-contradicting"
document
that could possibly stifle the
growth of New Jersey colleges.
The document, drawn up by
Higher
Education
Chancellor
Ralph Dungan, and his staff, is a
seven-chapter working projection
for state-run public colleges. It
took 11 months to complete.
Under Phase Two, the higher
education department plans to:
* L im it enrollments at the six
state colleges to 7500 students
each;
‘ Strip away graduate programs
at the state colleges and develop a
"Graduate University of New
Jersey";

‘ Develop an "Open College,"
where
students
can
obtain
accredited
degrees
w ithout
attending formal classes;
‘ Establish
an
"interrelated
group of campuses and colleges"
under the arm of Rutgers/New
Brunswick;
‘ Expand undergraduate and
graduate
spaces
at
Rutgers/Newark
and
Newark
College of Engineering to about
45,000 students;
‘ Develop six
other
state
colleges by 1985;
‘ and aid in the development of
educational television, evaluation
techniques,
and
community
college expansion.
THE DEVELOPMENT plan has
met with harsh reaction from
state college officials who are
planning to air their views at
Trenton
hearings later
next

vdJEKv
THIS WA Y OUT: The Clove road bridge, meant to aid MSC's
parking problem during its growth phases, may be the last o f its
kind. Phase two o f Jersey's higher education master plan would lim it
MSC's student population to 7500.

month. Many are claiming that
higher
education
department
officials did not consult with local
college administrators before the
document was released.
According
to
James
C o ttin g h a m ,
adm inistrative

assistant to the MSC president,
Montclair State — under its own
projections — w ill have nearly
7500 undergraduate students on
campus next year. If the Higher
Education
D e p a rtm e n t's
projection is accepted as it stands,
serious conflicts could develop
between state policy and the
college's plans.
"A
college,"
points
out
President Richardson, "is like an
organism w ith a natural growth.
You just can't slap an artificial
ceiling on the state colleges."
MEANWHILE,
THE
state
colleges w ill continue along their
present admissions policies unless
an official directive is received
from the state. Glassboro State
College
currently
has
5300
undergraduate fulltim e students.
John Davies, GSC's admissions
director, said that the college
expects to attain 7500 students
by 1975, in -accordance with its
own master plan. Essex County
Community College has about
5200 students and anticipates a
larger
student
body
by

And This Week's 'Boo, Hiss' Winners Are . . .
went out was to start College
Hall's emergency generators. But
the infirm ary in Russ Hall
(where two fevered students
were spending the night) stayed
cold fo r quite a while. So did the
dorms.
NATURAL CAUSES
Elsewhere in the "Boo, Hiss!"
department . . . we've got a story
on top of this page on how
Chancellor King Ralph Dungan
and all his merrymen are trying
to lim it the size of MSC.
Unfortunately, if things keep up
at their current rate, they won't
have to do a thing. All MSC
students w ill have died of
natural causes.
If I ever get a hold of
Urbahn-Mahony-Zvosec
(or
whatever), there are going to be
some twisted throats. Why do
construction in the middle of
winter? The mud w ill become
insurmountable. A ll the water

area
and
w ill
operate
an
educational tv station by the end
of the year).
Despite the good and bad

NEWS ANALYSIS

•mightier than the sword
Our first annual "Boo, Hiss!"
award goes to this week . . . in
general.
I mean, what else can you say
about a week that begins with a
tv blackout. No boob tube on
Sunday Night. No Ed Sullivan.
No Glen Campbell. Only half of
Lassie. Boo, Hiss.
Richard
Nixon
declared
Southern California a disaster
area earlier this week. One
wonders if it was done before or
after the quake. California just
may slip into the ocean yet.
Of course, the biggest o f the
week's "Boo, Hisses!" goes to
MSC's own highly advanced
technology, as clearly evidenced
in Monday night — Tuesday
morning's blackout. It's the first
time the MONTCLARION's ever
been put out by candlelight.
TR ULY AMAZING
It's tru ly amazing . . . the first
thing they did after the lights

September. By 1977, Newark
State College, Union, expects to
pass the 7500-student mark.
But
the
Montclair
State
president believes any clamp on
admissions is serious problem.
With the shifting population

w ill freeze and students w ill go
sllllllllip. Why?
I'm certain that our campus
master planners are working
hand-in-hand w ith the Trenton
biggies in getting rid of those
excess students. I mean, take a,
look at what happened during
the FDU-MSC basketball game
Monday night. They played the
frosh game — fine. Two-thirds of
the lights went out. Now . . . the
logical thing would be to let the
spectators leave the gym before
the other third of the lights
went, right?
Not here, frosh. They kept
going right on up until the very
last light went shplllush. And
then they tried getting rid of the
2200 people crowded into the
gym. "Boo, Hiss!"
There's one thing worse than all
of the things that happened this
week.
Next week.

comes a greater demand for higher
education, Richardson believes.
"There has been a long-standing
struggle fo r local autonomy and I
think it is a necessary factor for
colleges to determine their own
needs."
If all goes according to the
college's own space projections,
MSC w ill have room fo r more
than the 7500-student ceiling.
PHASE TWO is also aiming to
strip
away
the
graduate
degree-granting powers of the
state colleges and consolidate
their grad programs into a
state-chartered organization called
the "Graduate University of New
Jersey. This would be run under
by Rutgers University. Richardson
sees this step as self-defeating. He
pointed out that a new graduate
school
w ill
require a new
administrative setup. The state
would rely on existing state
college campuses to administer
the grad programs and also utilize
existing state'college profs. "What
is the point of th at?" asked
Richardson.
THE PROJECTION, however,
has some good points, say some
college officials. The document
calls for constant evaluation o f its
proposals and aims to accomodate
as many students as possible in
N ew
Jersey
higher
education—either thru the "open
college" concept or two-year
community colleges.
Along these lines, the master
plan is also calling for massive
occupational training programs at
community colleges and asks for
th e
im p le m e n ta tio n
of
educational television (MSC has
been given the green light in this

Thomas H. Richardson
Unrealistic Document
points of Phase Two, college
officials w ill be able to let their
voice
be heard at March's
hearings. For higher education
board members, it may be theg
first time qualified local opinion
w ill be received.

announce
your
pinning,
engagement^
& wedding.

montdarion
dassifiedsj

50c a

.1

M o n t d a r io n ; /
Serving the College Community Since 1928
—New Jersey rs Leading Collegiate Weekly
M a u ric e J. M o ra n
C arla C ap izzi
C a ro l G io rd a n o
Susan K e lly
J o -E llen Scudese
M a ry J. S m ith
Paula M a c In ty re
C y n th ia Le p re
C aro l S a k o w itz
M ic h a e l T r a y lo r
A n n e B ald w in
John M cC loskey
Susan Hrasna
A lp h a Phi Om ega
M ichael F . X . G rieco

f

a s s ig n m e n t e d ito r

c o p y e d ito r s
m a g a z in e e d ito r
a rts e d ito r
s p o rts e d ito r
p h o to g r a p h y e d ito r
business m a na g e r
c ir c u la tio n m a na g e r
e d ito r ia l a s s is ta n t
c ir c u la tio n
e d ito r ia l c o n s u lta n t

*

T h e M O N T C L A R I O N is p u b lis h e d w e e k ly t h r u o u l th e c o lle q e
y e a r, S e p te m b e r th r u M a y , e x c e p t d u r in g v a c a tio n a n d e x a m in a tio n
p e rio d s , b y th e B o a rd o f S tu d e n t P u b lic a tio n s , a d iv is io n o* th e
S tu d e n t G o v e rn m e n t A s s o c ia tio n In c ., M o n tc la ir S ta te C o lle q e
(V2 0 ie)y 7 8 3 * 9 0 9 1 N ° rm a l a v e n u e ’ M o n t c la lr . N .J . 0 7 0 4 3 . T e le p h o n e
S u b s c rip tio n ra te s b y m a il: $ 2 .5 0 p e r a c a d e m ic se m e s te r, $ 3 .5 0
p e L .* c h . ° ° y.e,a r- A d v e rtis in g rates u p o n re q u e s t. K n o w n o ffic e o f
p u b lic a t io n , M o n t c la ir , N .J . 0 7 0 4 3 .
„ T h e M O N T C L A R I O N is a m e m b e r o f th e N e w J e rsey C o lle q ia te
Press A s s o c ia tio n , C o lle g ia te Press S e rv ic e , N e w s p a p e r E n te rp ris e
i n t e r n a t io n a lU n *e d S ,a ,e s s tu d e n t p ^ s s S e rv ic e i n d U n ite d A re ss
e d llo M n - c h 'ie f ^ 31

o p in io n s

e x p re s s e d

re p re s e n t

th o s e

of

th e
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f Fonda Speaks Monday~
If She’s Not in the Clink
Jane Fonda, the bone-slender
actress-daughter of Henry and
self-appointed social critic, may
be
speaking
in
Memorial
auditorium Mon., Feb. 15 — if she
isn't in jail.
Miss Fonda, who has been
touring the college circuit in
recent months to promote her
antiwar feelings, is up on charges
for allegedly kicking a policeman
and allegedly smuggling drugs into
the United States. She could face
an eight-year jail term if found
guilty.
THE COLLEGE Life Union
Board (CLUB) has signed the
necessary contracts w ith the
actress'
New
York
agents,
according to a group spokesman.
She w ill get a standard speaker's
fee of $1500 for her talk, which
w ill focus on the Vietnam war.

ore than $2000 was stolen
from the apartment of Thomas
Stepnowski, student activities

director late Sunday night or early
Monday morning after the Winter
Weekend concert.
"The money was mostly door
receipts
from
the concert,"

According to Mrs. Mary Wilkin,
assistant
admissions
director,
approximately 1500 freshmen w ill
be accepted for September. Also,
about 550 transfers—many from
the community colleges—w ill be
accepted.
"ALTOGETHER, COUNTING
on about 150 readmittances, there
w ill be 2000-2100 new people
here in the fa ll," Mrs. W ilkin said.
The senior class, graduating in

STEPNOWSKI BROUGHT a
cash
box
containing
approximately
$1700 to his
apartment Sunday night at 11
p.m., hid the money and returned

explain "A lth o the budget has
been
cut
in half, student
attendance at the concerts has
increased
by
25-30%
each
semester for the past two years."

to the concert. Arriving back at
2:45 a.m., he discovered the
livingroom window smashed, the
floor sprinkled w ith glass and the
kitchen ransacked.
"Every corner of every room
had been searched," he surmized.
The thief left w ith $500 from
Winter Weekend receipts as well as
the contents of the cashbox.
A fter notification of the theft,
the
campus
security
police
stopped the remaining cars on
campus to check identification.
L it tle
Falls
Police
NO DOVE IN HIS KITCHEN: apartment is s till disheveled from The
Department ascertained that entry
Thomas Stepnowski's ransacked Sunday night's robbery.
had been made from the roof over
the Snack Bar. It appeared that
the thief had climbed out from
the Davella Mills room, after
The proposals, now in an SGA "wrong frame of reference," and forcing that room's door open.
Stepnowski is thankful that no
committee, can not be acted upon that altho they could not be
by the legislature because they instituted into Players at the one was injured, but expressed
have been ruled unconstitutional. present time, he is hopeful that it regret "because we are working in
The purpose of the proposals, could someday be "an effective a community atmosphere. It
could have been someone I
according to a Players spokesman, and beneficial plan."
Black has begun work on the know ." As a result of the theft,
is to provide better organization
of funds and personnel to bring expansion of the organization by the security system of the student
about
"c o n tin u ity "
in
the offering Players' services to "all life building is being reexamined.
groups on campus who produce Plans call for the locks to be
organization.
THE MAJOR point of the shows, from Pi's Follies to Miss entirely changed.
proposal involves a revamping of Montclair State. Players, he said
Players' administration to include has people who are aware o f
a
production
committee,
a techniques and ideas fo r staging,
managing director, and business box office activities and even
manager. The plans, however, seating arrangements."
TRENTON—Jersey's 18-year-olds
ALL MSC undergraduates are
were ruled unconstitutional by
may soon get a second chance to
SGA on the grounds that they eligible to join Players. "Players is
vote in local elections.
allowed for too much faculty a student organization and as
State senators
Richard J.
many students as possible should
control o f the organization.
Coffee (D-Mercer) and Fairleigh
This decision left the proposals benefit," added Black.
Dickinson (R-Bergen) are working
in SGA committee, and according
to put the question of the
to Black, they are "all but
18-year-old vote on the ballot in
buried." Black added that he felt
the November 1971 elections.
the plans were presented in the
THEY ARE also attempting to
lower the state voter residency
requirements from six moneths to
30 days and the county residency
requirements from 40 to 30 days.
Both
these
projects
would
Coffee explained that the
elim inate
some
convenient
referendum,
defeated in the 1968
parking spaces.
election, would not normally be
AT PRESS time, over 7000
resubmitted until three general
high school seniors have applied
elections had passed. But, by
to MSC for admission in the fall.
slightly varying the question's
The deadline for applications is
wording and adding the residency
next week, so the number w ill
reform, it can be legally placed
probably rise well above the 7000
before the voters this November.
mark, Mrs. W ilkin said.
According to Coffee, the new
Also,
number of transfer
bill has several advantages. First,
applications far exceeds those of
the 18-year-old voter provision
previous years. Last year, 1346
w ill allow young citizens to "take
tra n s fe r
applications
were
part in government at all levels,
received. This year, expectations
not just at the federal level."
are for 1500-1700 hopefuls.

Black Plans Players Expansion
Despite SGA's rejection of
certain restructuring proposals.
Players hopes for expansion of its
organization and extension of its
services to the entire college
community, according to junior
Joe Black, recently-elected Players
president.

Teen SuffrageOne More Time

Joseph Black
Has Plans.

GALUMPH

Still Another 1000 Attend MSC in Fall
There w ill be 1000 more people
on the Montclair State campus
next fall.

Stepnowski explained. "Usually
we rely on advance sales, but
there were an unusual number of
tickets sold at the d oo r."

Stepnowski:
May
Beef Up
Security

Marching Band
Cancels Shows

*

$2000 Stolen from
Stepnowski’s Rooms
By Cynthia Lepre
S taff Writer

’Apathy’

Marching Band w ill no longer
perform
at
Montclair
State
football
games.
Homecoming
parades and other special events,
according to a notice submitted to
th e
S tu d e n t
Government
Association last week by Marching
Band members.
. .In protest to student wide
apathy toward the cultural life of
our
campus,
particularly as
reflected by the SG A," the
members of the marching band,
have agreed to discontinue all
performances, beginning with the
fall 1971 semester.
RICHARD OSHIN, sophomore
music
major
and
Music
Organizations Commission (MOC)
president,
pointed
out that
because o f this year's budget cut,
MOC needed to borrow $6600 to
meet its contract obligations.
"Along w ith the cancellation of
marching band, there w ill be no
outside concerts next year unless
there is a raise in the MOC
budget."
"The original charter of MOC
stipulates that the organization
shall receive $4.20 per student.
This year we requested a budget
of $3.90 and we were given
$2.25." Oshin went on the

Activities Director

May, has slightly over 1000
members.
But parking w ill be no problem,
Mrs. Wilkin beams. "There are
6000 spaces available to the
students. The only problem is that
they are far away. So, if you like
to walk, there w ill be no
problem."
Campus construction projects
call for closing o ff the mud flats
between Finley Hall and the fine
arts building from parking. Also,
work is expected to begin on the
math-science building between the
recreation lodge and Stone Hall.

submit
now

second floor,
student life
building
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Cable Goes 'Snap’ and 18 Hours Are 'In the Black
Pizzo Parties, Not Tuesdays Classes, Held Thruout Compus
A snap in an underground cable Hall. And it caused an 18-hour
kept MSC lightless, heatless and campuswide blackout, forcing
classless early this week, until a cancellation of Tuesday's classes.
biblical
command
seemingly
TWO OF the three phases of
started the transformers in MSC's MSC's
electrical
flow
were
knocked out by the snap. The
private powerhouse.
The underground cable was time was 7:07 p.m., by the clocks
located between the Temporary in Life Hall, when much of the
was
plunged
into
Union Building (TUB) and College campus

darkness.
The
third
phase
continued to function.
Public Service employes were
called on campus to take care of
the problem. Upon arrival, they
said it would be impossible to
work on the two malfunctioning
phases unless the third was also
turned o ff—or there'd be a great

chance o f electrocution.
Thus, at 9 p.m., most o f the
campus was plunged into total
darkness. A varsity basketball
game to begin shortly between
MSC and Fairleigh Dickinson
University in Panzer gym was
sw iftly
cancelled,
and
the
Montclair
Fire
Department

SOME LIG H T ON THE SUBJECT: MSCer shines a flashlight on his
face during the blacked-out MSC-FDU basketball game. The dots o f
light in the background are reflections o f the photographer's
strobe!ight in spectators' glasses.

U.S.A. A L L THE WA Y: In the depths o f a darkened MSC, a Public
Service hardhat peers into a power room.

G irls’ Dorms Robbed
In Monday’s Darkness
By Jo-Ellen Scudese
S taff Writer
Some
enterprising
burglars
made the best of an unfortunate
situation Monday night when
electrical power was temporarily
out on the Montclair State
campus.
Two males were sighted by
dorm residents in Chapin Hall
shortly after 11:30 p.m. Monday.
Residents had started to notice
things missing around 11 p.m.
when most were returning from
meetings and other activities.
POWER ON campus had gone
o ff shortly after 7 p.m. Under
instructions
from
MSC
vice-president for business and
finance Vincent Calabrese, dorms
were locked up by security
around 10:30. Only one of the
main doors in each dorm were left
open until midnight to assure that
all residents were in.
Mrs. Joan Bakurn, Chapin Hall

resident director, assisted by
campus security, systematically
checked and locked all possible
exits. Despite precautions, the
burglars escaped with watches,
radios and money, mostly taken
from the first and third floors.
Wallets were 'eft behind—after
being emptied.
Mrs. Jeanie Marshall, Russ Hall
resident director reported no
stolen items. The MSC security
department, working most of the
night alongside administrators,
was able to lock up th? building
before any burglaries took place.
FREEMAN HALL was not as
lucky. A color tv was spotted,
uprooted from the lower lounge,
hastily deposited near one of the
6:00
exits.
Apparently
the
burglars tried to steal the tv, but
found it too hefty.
No definite description of the
tw o burglars was available.

'NOW WHERE D ID THIS COME FROM?' A repairman works on
the snapped cable between College Hall and TUB.

provided emergency floodlighting
for the gym's clearance. All 2200
spectators were evacuated w ithout
injury.
EVENING
AND
graduate
classes in session when the final
blackout began were immediately
recessed, and an hour-long traffic
jam began as MSC evening
students made their way out of
the ice-paved parking lots and
mud flats, thru the windy traffic
lanes and onto Normal avenue and
Valley road — most of the way
w ithout street lights. Traffic flow
on the one-way road leading TUB
and Freeman Hall was reversed to
provide
for
more
speedy
evacuation.
The five campus dorms, scene
of several spontaneous "pizza
parties," were locked up by the
security department about 10:30
p.m., w ith one door in each dorm
remaining open. Several robberies
occurred shortly afterwards.
Between 2-2:35 a.m., a Public
Service spokesman said, 2671
customers in the MSC area were
w ithout electricity as workmen
tested circuits to determine the
cause o f the power failure.
CLASSES WERE not to be
held on Tuesday—that was the
college administration's decision
on Tuesday morning, when, as the
night progressed, the cause of the
blackout
remained
unknown.
Announcements that MSC classes
would be cancelled were made
over
WA B C
and
other
metropolitan radio stations.
But the announcements were
not made early enough, it seems.
Thousands o f MSC students
attempting to meet their early
Tuesday morning classes were met
by security guards holding signs
reading "N o school today. Turn
around and go home."
It was about the same time that
th e
dormitory
students,
attempting to get their morning
meal in the Life Hall cafeteria,
were greeted by a new breakfast
food—cold sandwiches.
THE
DECISION
on
also
cancelling night classes was not
made early that morning, and
students calling the
evening
division were told to call back
later-a decision had not yet been
made. Later that day, at 2 p.m..
no one was manning the desks at
the evening division office or at
the MSC switchboard to give the
interested students an answer.
But, at 1:15 p.m., Maintenance
Director Joseph McGinty shouted
"L e t there be lig h t!" And there
was.
The
fluorescent
bulbs
flickered on all over campus as the
words were said and the switches
were thrown.
However, pointed out Sal
Morgano, electrical director, there
is only a temporary patch on the
snap between TUB and College
Hall. Anotner six to eight-hour
blackout w ill be necessary to
repair
it
permanently.
The
electrical staff has suggested that
the power be shut o ff during
Easter vacation.
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* Phase Two o f the Master Plan Has Some Shocking News - Editorial, Page 6.
«• Is Tom Benitz Considering Another Term? - Campus Whirl Column, Page 6.
» Feb. 7, 1971 Is a New Day in Infamy - Reportage by M.J. Moran, Page 7.
t MSC Students are Educable, Says Jacques Caillault — Letters, Page 7.

F ro m «Ja n ito r to P re s id e n t

Hay Report Revoking Rights
Montclair State College, it is
said, is breaking the image of a
state teacher's college and is
moving toward a liberal arts
institution w ith the hope of
eventually
gaining
university
status. This movement appears to
be seriously impeded by the
implementation of a report issued
by the Hay Associates to the
governor and state legislator.

One result of this report,
implemented last September was
to strip New Jersey college
librarians of faculty status. The
rights revoked include: 10 month
work year versus 12 month;
sabbatical leaves; tenure (for those
who have not yet obtained it);
and all rights and privileges given
to faculty members.
In 1968, during the Richard J.
Hughes administration, the Hay

Associates were commissioned,
thru Public Law 304, to analyze
all state service jobs in New
Jersey. Vincent Calabrese, MSC
vice-president for business and
finance, stated: "The philosophy
of the Hay report was to establish
a relationship for all jobs - janitor
to president, and further, to
ascertain an equitable range of
moneys paid."
Mrs. Blanche Haller, associate
librarian
at Sprague library,

Dr. John Beard
. . . regressive step

displayed disillusionment and at
times anger in discussing the issue.
"The Hay Associates never
spoke to a librarian or any other
'faculty'
member
on
this
campus," she said. She added:
"We were hired with the identical
contract of any teacher on this
campus and suddenly it is now
retracted,
we
have
been
uni l ateral l y
changed
to
unclassified civil servants."
Mrs.
Haller's
statements
intoned a view that the Hay
Associates were unqualified to
judge this situation. This view is
shared and supported by many
members
of
the
academic
community — at MSC, at the state
level, and by national library
associations.
Dr. John R. Beard, head
librarian at Sprague and chairman
of the college and university
section of the New Jersey Library
Association (NJLA), wrote an
article entitled "A Regressive Step
in New Jersey Higher Education."
In it he discusses the role of
librarians in education and the
repercussions that might be felt as
a result of the Hay report.
Beard cites four major reasons

for the NJLA's opposition to the
Hay report. They include:
1. “ Faculty status for librarians
in the New Jersey state colleges
was acquired only after a long
struggle.
This
attainment
reflects
a greatadvance in
academic librarianship, and is
the goal of college and
university librarians in all parts
of the country. All professional
associations concerned with
higher education
strongly
advocate faculty status for
librarians.
2. "Faculty status enables the
librarian to function as a
colleague w ith the academic
community,
and
thus
to
contribute in greater measure
to college affairs.
3. "Loss of faculty status
would tend to diminish the
stature of the library, not only
w ithin the college community,
but w ith all accrediting agencies
— a severe problem during a
period
of
expansion
of
programs, curricula, sutdent
body, etc. This diminished
stature would reflect itself in a
drastic lowering of staff morale.
4. "Faculty status has been an

Vincent Calabrese
. . . eq u ita b le range
important factor in attracting
highly qualified and scholarly
staff. The recruitment of
superior staff would suffer if
such rank were w ithheld."
For a long time New Jersey has
maintained a low ranking in
n a tio n a l
higher
education.
Members
of
the
academic
community have predicted that
this move w ill in no way enhance
our chances for improvement. It
has been said that the center of
the college or university structure
is the library. With the "co re " o f
the structure disturbed, what then
are the chances fo r the structure
itself to make advances?

'The W ilkie P la n 9

How to Make SGA More ‘Humane’
By Kathy Flynn
S ta ff Writer
The
Student
Government
Association
is
not
usually
considered to be an inhumane
organization, but in some ways it
can be. It is evident that the SGA
does not reach everyone on
campus. That’s the opinion of
Jack Wilkie, SGA representative
from the School of Professional
Arts and Sciences. He considers it
to be a fault in the basic structure
of the organization itself.
A member of SGA since
October, he has viewed its
workings closely and believes that
student power is needed, as well
as a means of reaching and
acquiring the views of more
students.
CLEARLY-DEFINED POWERS
Wilkie has drawn up a plan
(currently in the “Committee to
Define Duties and Responsibilities
of a Legislature”) to restructure
SGA in a way that each legislator

will have his powers clearly
defined. Wilkie states that the
purpose of the change is to
reinforce the “legitimacy of the
SGA.”
Under the “Wilkie plan” a
school manager would be added,
similar to the position of a
municipality’s city manager. The
city manager is “totally unrelated
to politics and cannot make
policy,”
he explained. The
manager makes sure that the
system is functioning properly
and that everybody is doing his
job efficiently, he added.
Under the plan, the school and
departmental representatives are
retained because of their equal
importance. “Both have a job to
fulfill,” he said. One will increase
communication
within
the
department, as in interest groups.
The school representative makes
sure that various affairs held in
the senate as well as in the
congress are being held in favor of

various interest groups. In other
words, any organization bound
together by mutual interest —
including clubs and fraternities.
Wilkie believes frats and clubs
encompass two thirds of the
students. The other third — or
“commuters” - is an interest
group in itself and should be
reached. Wilkie wants the entire
group to be involved, rather than
a few individuals.
Each school, under Wilkie’s
plan, would have two lobbyists to
directly meet with the senate and
congress as intermediaries for the
school representatives. “We hope
that the faculty members in the
senate will realize the importance
of the lobbyist’s positions. He
(the lobbyist) would make sure
that the senate is doing what the
students want. The senators
would now have great access to
going deeper into' the student
body to find out how they feel.”
The center of communications

"U n d e r th e "W ilkie plan.* a sehool m an ager w ould
be added, sim ilar to the position of a eity m an ager . . .
he w ou ld m a k e su re the system is funetioning p roperly . . .**

Jack Wilkie
. . . seeks to d efin e
would be what Wilkie labels
Building “A” with all forms of
media working together to inform
the school. Information would be
fed to each school down thru the
department representatives and
into various interest
short period of time.
PLAN IN 10 DAYS
This plan took Wi
days to draw up. ‘ He then
discussed it with Dr. Edward W.
Johnson, Dr. Harry Balfe of the
political science department, Dr.
Huston Elam, dean of the School
of Professional Arts and Sciences,

three different interest groups on
campus
as well
as some
special-interest clubs. All agreed
that the “Wilkie plan” was a good
one.
The plan is now in committee
where it is open for modification.
It will then have to be signed by
various interest groups and then
sent to the floor of SGA.
Says Jack Wilkie: “The plan is
designed to open communications
as much as possible, mobilize it to
a high degree and differentiate the
various duties of the SGA.”
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Dungan’s Document:
A Lack of Insight
The slow-paced growth of higher education in New
Jersey has largely been the result of constant battling
and bickering between the slate higher education hoard
and local college administrators.
The state in some wav or other has always sought to
impose its will upon their slate colleges. \nd unite
justifiably. The colleges are creatures of the state,
created and funded hv them.
The problem, tho, is that the state of New Jersey
ofttimes seeks to impose its centralizing force upon the
colleges without due respect to the officials who run
them. After all, an administrator is well aware of the
needs of his own institution.
Such is the case with Phase Two of the higher
education master plan released last week by Chancellor
Ralph Dungan’s office. It took I I
months to formulate the goals and
definitions stated in Phase Two. The
news contained in its pages is shocking
to the administrators who weren’t
consulted.
Phase Two is basically seeking to
stifle the natural growth of its state
Ralph
colleges by limiting enrollments to
Dungan
7500 students at each of the six stale institutions.
Montclair Stale College will have that many students in
a couple of years at the present rale of growth,
administrators are saying. And in view of the current
population trends, the college will have an obligation to
accept a higher proportion of applicants than ever
before.
The document is seJf-contradictorv in that graduates
of two-year schools will be expected to be accepted at
one of the six state institutions under Phase Two. Some
rethinking will obviously be needed along these lines.
Dungan’s document is also aiming to strip away
graduate degree programs at MSC, and the other slabcolleges. Master’s degree programs will be structured
under a new setup called “The Graduate University of
New Jersey.” The graduate university apparently has no
specific purpose — just to strip away graduate-degree
powers from the colleges. The setup is foolish, because
the Graduate; University of New Jersey would still he
utilizing the facilities at the state colleges. Money will be
spent for a name only.
The document is obviously of little value; and shows
a remarkable lack of insight. If the stale is willing to
listen, many college administrators can provide tinproper information which can gear education to the
needs of the 70s.

Help for the
2-Year College
When it comes to governmental spending, channels
must be opened wide enough to help community
colleges in their current fiscal dilemma.
For some, the community college is the last hope for
students seeking to gain a higher education. Too often,
politicians pay the concept lip service without offering
any concrete plans for their development.
Sen. Harrison A. Williams Jr. (D-N.J.) is introducing
legislation aimed at beefing up the colleges which are
already operating on shaky financial ground. It also
provides revenue directly to states who may want to
chart a master plan for the two-year eolleges.

Cam pus W h irl

Another Term for Tom?
Editor’s Note: Campus Whirl will
appear
weekly
in
the
MONTCLARION. The column
contains news o f general
interest researched and edited
by the editorial staff.
It looks as if SGA President
Thomas Benitz has ambitions for
an unprecedented second term. At
least, that’s the view most
members of the Legislature held
after Benitz made his “State of
the Campus” speech the other
day.
Benitz was telling his audience
that he is just getting into the
“swing of things” and he hinted
that a second term might set the
SGA in the proper direction.
Sources close to Benitz are not
talking. It seems as if they’re
contemplating.
*

*

*

OSHIN FOR PRESIDENT
Segments of the campus
hierarchy totally dissatisfied with
the Benitz regime are already
making their political plans which
should turn out interesting, to say

the least.
Richard Oshin, sophomore
music major with vested interests,
has the greatest ax to grind with
the Benitz administration. He’s
president
of
the
Music
O rg an izatio n s
Commission
(MOC).
Their budget was sliced to
ribbons this past semester by SGA
butchers with orders from Benitz.
Oshin, therefore, is most likely
to seek presidential office in the
upcoming election. Oshin has the
backing of many prominent
student leaders who felt sorry for
him when SGA decided to snip
away. At this point, Oshin is
c la im in g
the
SGA
is
antiintellectual (citing his own
budget .cut), reactionary and
bankrupt.
Meanwhile other aspirants for
various political positions are
beginning to creep out of the
woodwork. There’s talk that
Benitz’s right-hand man, Robert
Watson, may be after the
presidency. Watson, a 29-year-old
cop-turned-student, has his foot in
too many doors as it is, so it may
only be talk. Lionel Geltman,
sophomore, is after the position
of treasurer (Gelt, in Yiddish,
means money). He’ll try to beat
Dawn Sova’s popularity.
*

. . . [iopulurity

*

QUARTERLY and GALUMPH,
the campus magazines . . . JACK
W IL K IE ,
SGA
business
department representative, has
some good ideas for reforming
SGA, making it closer to the
students. But, he finds, some
members of the SGA hierarchy
are
d e a d -se t
a g a in s t
this . . . COLLEGE LIFE UNION
BOARD officials worrying about
their $1500 investment in JANE
FONDA. She could be given an
eight-year jail term before she gets
her chance to speak here . . . DR.
ALLAN
MOREHEAD
is
back .. . VIC DELUCA making a
name for himself as SGA’s chief
investigator.
Af t e r
MONTCLARION, he’ll look into
other campus p u b s. . . THOMAS
BENITZ and friends out to lunch
with
sales
rep
from
the
manufacturer of MSC’s school
rings . . SORREL LUHRS out as
SGA
veep
for
internal
affairs . . . MSC will have 6500
students by September. . . CLUB
having hard time balancing books.

*

BITS & PIECES . . . PRES1DENT
THOMAS
H.
RICHARDSON reportedly fuming
over Chancellor Ralph Dungan’s
newly-released plans for state
higher education. THR says
presidents of state colleges were
not consulted. If implemented,
MSC would be out of the graduate
sch o o l
business . . . Some Thomas Richardson
. . . n o t co n su lted
legislators are out to kill

\
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Despite
To the Editor:
While sitting recently in Dr.
Ronald F. Maas’ education class,
I was told by this department
chairman that if the class he was
teaching were at Harvard or
Amherst, he could teach on the
assumption that the students
were more self-motivated and
more intelligent than those of
Montclair State. His latter was
presumably determined thru the
results of the college-board
scores on which he seemed to
place so much emphasis.
I believe that this kind of
condescending attitude on the
part of some of our professors is
serious enough to warrant
challenge. I admit that there

,R
eports MSC Students are Educable
exists in every school those
students who are interested
more in social activities than in
intellectual matters, but that is
not the point. The point is that
when a professor, and a
department chairman at that,
honestly believes that the
student body of this school is
academically inferior to the
money-oriented
ivy
league
schools, he should attempt to
rectify the situation, either by
leaving this school to teach in
one that would make better use
of his talents, or by trying to
bring MSC up to the standards
which he obviously feels we
lack.
For my
part, I have

confidence that even Montclair
State students are educable, and
that perhaps someday we can be
su ffic ie n tly
intellectually
independent to walk thru the
dark world without the light of
these revered professors to guide
us.

Jacques Caillault, '72.

No Other
Solution
To the Editor:
Since early fall, numerous
complaints have been lodged
concerning illegally-parked cars
blocking exit routes from the

campus. The ticketing of these
vehicles seems in no way to
alleviate the problem.
Most of the obstructions
occur in unmarked lots, while
more than enough parking
spaces remain unused. On Wed.,
Feb. 3, I had to tow away about
12 of these vehicles.
I am left with no alternative
but to continue the towing
policy now in operation, a
practice I find distasteful but
necessary.
Joseph Daly,
Security chief.

Feb. 7-a Day in Infamy
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By Maurice J. Moran Jr.
S ta ff Writer
Sun., Feb. 7, 1971 is a day that
will live in infamy. The time was
7:22 p.m. and the television
viewers of “Wild Kingdom”
watched the luxurious coral reef
of Australia turn to “snow.” With
tv gone dead, the terror struck.
American family members had to
discover one another.
With
all
VHF
channels
obscured by a power failure in
mid-Manhattan, families were
forced to find new means of
pacification. A typical — albeit
fictional — Sunday evening went
like this:
“Daddy,” the mother said to
her sleepy-eyed husband, jolted
out of dreamland by the blaring
silence of the 26-inch screen.
“What do we do now?”
“ We
don’t
need
that
boob-tube,” he replied. “We, uh,
can play, uh, cards instead. How
about a game of cards?” A quick
game of gin rummy ensues. As
they begin to play, the phone
rings. It’s Kathy’s boyfriend.
“Christ, she’ll be gone for
hours,”
growls
Dad.
The
remaining members sit in silence.
Bill, the teenaged son of the clan,
gets up and goes to the tv. “What
are you doing?” demands the
father.

“Just checking,” replies Bill. He
runs upstairs.
“Where are you going?” queries
his mother.
“Got homework.” “Why didn’t
you do that before?” “Are you
kidding? 1 was watching tv. Call
me when she gets off the phone.”
Silence descends, until Dad
perks up. “How about something
to eat while we’re waiting.” He
then lights up a cigar.
“ I wish you wouldn’t smoke
that awful thing in my living
room,” Mom says, scurrying out
to the kitchen. “Alright,” he
growls, “I’ll go down to my
workshop, call me when the
food’s on.”
In the interim, Mom has
discovered that supper dishes were
not yet done. Kathy has hung up
and put the Jefferson Airplane on
the stereo.
“Jesus, Kathy did you lose
your hearing aid?” her father
screams from the lower depths.
“Sweetheart,” Mom begs, “turn
the phonograph down for your
father, OK?”
“ Hey,” Bill proclaimed, freshly
on the scene, “ I thought we were
playing cards.”
“I
thought
you
had
homework . . Mom said.
“ I did, but I got hungry. Didn’t
you ever get hungry?”

“ Don’t talk to your mother
that
way,” interrupts Dad,
suddenly appearing at the cellar
stairs.
“I wasn’t talking that way,”
Bill hollered. “I was asking a
simple question.’ ’
“ Are you yelling at your
father?”
“Kathy, turn that down!”
“Katherine, are you deaf?”
“Now listen, young man ..
Suddenly there was a crackle
from the living room. A buzz. A
zap. “ And now” a voice
announced, “we are able to
resume our regular broadcasting
schedule.”
“Thank God,” Dad says,
settling in his easy chair, “and just
in time for the end of
‘Bonanza.’ ”
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“My presence in this court is
unrelated to
any
criminal
activities. 1 stand before this court
as the target of a political
frameup.”
-Angela Davis at her
recent arraignment.
* * #

M in i He view
“Thumb Tripping, ”Don Mitchell, Bantam Books, 95<j.
Without a doubt, “Thumb Tripping” is the formula for
youth-cult books.
Drawn from the author’s experiences, the plot revolves around
the various people he and his girl encountered hitch-hiking down
the Pacific coast one summer. “Disguised” as the two main
characters, Gary and Chay, they meet a gay warlock, petty hoods,
and a couple who are unhappy because their nine-year-old doesn’t
smoke like regular everyday people. The “hip” words, communes,
drugs - it’s all there.
Perhaps the only outstanding thing about this book was the
author’s rare feat of selling excerpts to Esquire, The Atlantic and
Harper’s. They must have been stoned.
-M.J. Smith
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiii

Our Am erica
Who’s More Honest?
“The advertising fraternity is
getting a hard time these days
from politicians who question its
honesty. One would think,
sometimes,
that
none
but
politicians had the consumers’
interest at heart.”
-Editorial, Manchester (N.H.)
Union-Leader
*

*

*

Frameup

Pig Problems
“Research reveals that the
number of pigs dying from heart
ailments has doubled in recent
years. Well, if you were a pig and
you heard long-haired characters
screaming ‘pig!’ day after day,
your ticker might suffer too.”
- Edward Sothern Hipp,
Newark News.

To the Editor:
In these times of inflation, why
doesn't the traffic office start a
new trend and lower parking fines
from $5 to 3? Parking facilities
are limited to such an extent that •
walking a mile to classes from
where you are parked is a treat.
I’d rather park illegally on Valley
road and risk a fine from Clifton.
It’s cheaper.
Angela Vaxmonsky, '72.
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R e p o rta g e

In Times
Like These . . .

t

\

R ic h a r d s o n

■ Making
' a Decision
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In administration, one is frequently questioned about how
decisions are made.
“Who decided" that?” is often asked, both by faculty and students.
These are reasonable questions and usually behind the questions
are legitimate anxieties.
Is the direction of the college planned by a small group of
administrators who hatch their schemes and plots behind closed
doors?
In the past, I have written about the extensive system of
student-faculty involvement in decision-making at the college, but I
would like to illustrate the point again by citing the work of two
committees.
LONG HOURS AT WORK
The Calendar Revision Committee has met every other week
(sometimes more frequently) since Nov. 5. They convened at 8 a.m.
in Dr. Samson McDowell’s office and worked long and hard at
developing a proposal for a new college calendar. Six students and
six faculty members (one from each school) and a number ofadministrators worked on this committee.
The calendar revision proposal which was developed last summer
was but one of the various plans which were considered. I attended a
meeting of this committee to answer questions about the
administrative implications of various proposals, and I was impressed
by the intensity of the discussion and the diversity of the group. A
proposed calendar was developed, and I am certain that by now you
are familiar with its essential characteristics. Faculty and students
will have a chance to react to, and modify this proposal before a
recommendation is presented to the Board of Trustees, and this, of
course, is what I promised in my MONTCLARION article of Nov.
13.
Another committee worked during all of the last college year on a
proposal for a college-wide governing body. This was a large,
hard-working committee composed of many faculty members and
many students. They produced a massive report and a highly
detailed plan for a new collegewide student-faculty-administrative
body. Unfortunately for that committee, their proposal was
subsequently rejected by the various constituencies of the college.
This does not mean that last year’s committee was a failure or that
its proposal was not important in the evolution of the college’s
thinking about all-college governance.
NEW GROUP FORMED
At the beginning of this college year, however, a new group was
formed to work on a proposal for a new all-college governing board.
Students, faculty and administrators joined the group as
representatives of the various schools, Student Government, Faculty
Council, etc. This group met seven or eight times for two, sometimes
three-hour sessions. After much work and debate, a document was
produced, and I hope you are now familiar with this proposal.
Again, the faculty and students will be consulted before the proposal
goes on to the MSC Board of Trustees for action.
The product of these two committees is admirable, but more
important is the debt we all owe to the committee members. It is
easy to complain about noninvolvement but it is hard —
inconvenient and fatiguing — to work on committees to produce
positive proposals such as we now have on calendar and governance.
On behalf of the college I thank the members of these committees
and recommend their activities as a model for the kind of dedication
necessary if this institution is to be truly democratized.
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“ O H H H H . . . ! " : The contestants in the Ice
Melting Contest could only use body heat. These
fratmen won the competition by the skin o f their
teeth . . .or backs, in this case.

SAID THE RAVEN: " I really do like It In the m ornin' much better, yeahhhhh . . . "
Genya Raven, lead vocalist from Ten Wheel Drive, screeches out her preferences at the
group's Sunday night concert.

WEIGHING IN A T 50 POUNDS': A chunk o f
ic e -th e opposing force at the melting contest-is
checked out before the competition begins.

GUING UP FOR THE JUMP SHOT: It's the right place, b u t the wrong time, as Ten Wheel Drive performs in Panzer g\
Sunday evening.
■

“ THE B O A R 'Ú Á !
Freeman cafete¡
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"LIGHTS, C A MERAS. . This was the action a t the marathon film festival Friday
evening. A series o f nearly 20 films was presented from midnight Friday u n til noon
Saturday.

WINTER
WEEKEND
• the ice contest mode things o little colder
• and the fridoy night flicks kept flowing
• and there wos this lody nomed Genyo

C o ffe e h o u s e , f i l m fe s tiv a l, a n d Ice M e ltin g C o n te s t
p h o to s b y M o re y A n te b i.
C o n c e rt p h o to s b y M ic h a e l T r a y lo r .

THE ICE IS WET, DEAR: Dungareed coed applies
a little " instant heat" to her soaking pants after
taking part in the Ice Melting Contest Sunday
afternoon.

B O A R L'.K !
ían catete.

Three MSC coeds man the monopoly board at CLUB's coffeehouse Friday evening in the Grace

"H IY A , BUGS!” : Frank Sulich, Voice o f
Montclair State chairman, gazes at one o f the
cartoon spectaculars in Friday night's marathon
film festival.
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T h p P ro je c tio n is t9

Thinking back to the 60s
Is it possible to review a hosted and, moreover, he was
memory? These and other
visibly pleased to read us the
questions came to me as I letters he periodically recieved
watched and
subsequently
from Stan Laurel, a gentleman of
digested “The Projectionist.”
whom he was a great fan (as well
“The Projectionist” belongs to as a fine friend). Later, when the
a breed known as the “little film.” show’s format changed and Buster
These are motion pictures that are Crabbe serials became the staple
usually rather small in physical item, Chuck helped us relive an
scope (to match their limited era we had never seen.
budgets) and lack “name” stars. LIVES OUR FANTASIES
There is, however, at least one
Chuck
McCann
is “The
more ingredient evident in “The Projectionist.” He lives out our
Projectionist.” That element, one fantasies by projecting himself
that stems from the very artists into the film he screens. When he
involved, is a genuine love for the isn’t on the job, he also engages
product.
himself in a running mind-movie
Think back for a moment to starring as the invincible Captain
the 1960s. Afternoon television Flash. Also on hand in the film
during that period was a mixed (and in the inter-film movies) are
blessing. Amid the flood of
all-cartoon shows there existed
occasional oases of laughter. On
one end of the spectrum was
channel 5’s Soupy Sales, while the
relatively quiet
comedy of
channel 11 ’s Chuck McCann
resided on the other.
I recall that Chuck McCann was
about the only afternoon kiddie
UP AGAINST A WALL: The invincible Captain Flash (better known as show host to actually relate to his
Chuck McCann) takes time out from his busy superhero schedule to audience and truly talk “with”
kiss lovely Ina Balin. The exploits o f Captain Flash are examined in them. He shared our delight with
the Laurel and Hardy shorts he
‘‘The Projectionist. ’’

comic Rodney Dangerfield (the
villain/theater manager), Ina Balin
(heroine/girl in the park), and
veteran
European star Jara
K ahout
(kindly
scientist/
refreshments seller).
Of very special note is the
exquisite editing done by the
director, Harry Hurwitz. For the
fantasy sequences he has taken
classic shots from hundreds of
films (“Maltese Falcon,” “Citizen
Kane”) and beautifully matched
them to his new footage. The
result is funny, nostalgic, and
inventive.
“The Projectionist,” then, can
be said to be a kind of “Walter
Mitty Meets the Movies.” Walter
Mitty never had it so good.
-C huck Ward.

cyndi lepre

Directing, American style

Words and images spell success
Producing a movie of a
Shakespearean play is sometimes a
risky business. Directors tend to
either stick so closely to the
legitimate theater concept that
the finished movie looks like a
photographed stage production or
they get so carried away by the
possibilities of the film medium
that the real value of the play is
totally lost amid a welter of
realism.
A m eric an
In te rn a tio n a l
Pictures’ release “Julius Caesar”
avoids both these pitfalls. The
director, Stuart Birge, has retained
all the original language and
imagination of Shakespeare’s play
while
adding
the
visual
possibilities of the motion picture.
The bard's words take on new

meaning as you see the action
unfold on the screen.
The movie is graced with an
outstanding cast. Sir John Gielgud
is excellent as Caesar altho
perhaps a little old and fragile
looking for the part now.
Charlton Heston portrays Mark
Antony with great depth and
understanding. Just after Caesar is
assassinated, Mark Antony returns
to the senate chamber to convince
the conspirators that he should be
allowed to speak at Caesar’s
funeral. Heston is magnificently
grim as he shakes the bloody hand
of each conspirator. His funeral
oration is truly magnificent.
The intent of Shakespeare’s
words is made clearer than ever
before. Rounding out the cast are

Richard Johnson, Robert Vaughn,
Richard Chamberlain and Diana
RiggIS WELL DONE
All is all, the movie is well
done. It is paced well and the
suspense builds swiftly to the
climax of the funeral oration. The
events which follow are somewhat
anticlimatic even in the stage play.
The director uses his medium well
in fleshing out the final battle
scenes visually to add to the
sparse dialogue provided by
Shakespeare.
The production is British and
perhaps this explains the high
caliber of the film. They always
seem to have a way with their
own.
-Hal Plain.

One
of
th e
m ajor
contributions given to the world
of filmmaking by proponents of
the
“ New
Wave"
is the
unquestionable belief that film is
the director's medium. This
truism
is accepted thruout
Europe and can be seen in the
films of Godard, Truffaut,
Bergman and Fellini. Finally an
American director has caught
on.
Paul Mazursky, who made his
mark at the boxoffice w ith "Bob
and Carol and Ted and Alice,"
has gone on to better things with
his latest film , M-G-M's "A lex in
Wonderland."
Donald Sutherland, something
o f a wonder himself, portrays a
young director in search o f a
movie. Alex has a rough life. His
wife tries to understand him but
doesn't know where she fits into

'David Steinberg9

Revealed as a not so normal person
“David Steinberg, Disguised as
a Normal Person.” is not a normal
album. Neither is Steinberg’s
comedy near normal. But that
doesn’t make it bad.
As evidenced in this, his most
recent release from Elektra
records, Steinberg’s brand of
humor is highly individualistic. Be
assured, he has punchlines — but
they’re of a wildly intelligent
nature, and his routines aren’t as
strongly structured as those of
most comics.
He rambles self-degradingly
about his life, his girls, his
education, his girls, the Bible and,

occasionally, his girls.
Meandering melodically with
his Maxwell Smart-ish voice,
Steinberg describes some of his
dates, “She was a Vogue magazine
type - cheekbones two feet above
her head.” He dreams of going on
the “Dating Game” . He owns a
red Volkswagen. He feels guilty
about masturbating, “because I’m
so bad at it.”

conversation sketch in which a fan
(sounding strangely like JoAnne
Worley) calls up to say she’s
enjoying the album. “Where are
you?” asks Steinberg. “About
halfway thru the first side,” she
replies.

Another really fine piece is
“The Coast.” Yes, Steinberg talks
about
that great American
dreamland — the coast. ‘The
NEVER A NORMAL PERSON
coast is to the William Morris
This kid, no matter what he Agency what Martin Buber is to
does, could never be mistaken for the rest of the world.” And then
a “normal person.”
he meets it - the coast - in
Steinberg
uses his crazy person. Uh, huh.
inventiveness in ’ a telephone
One of those responsible for

the cancellation of “The Smothers
Brothers Comedy Hour” a few tv
seasons back, Steinberg is a
talented young satirist who has
the sense to steer clear of the
topical material that, because it’s
handled by too many comics, is
often handled poorly. But he does
share with the audience one astute
observation. “President Nixon has
‘a face that looks like a foot.”
Steinberg is an extremely
talented guy who can superbly
relate to his urbane, intellectual
audience. No wonder he cancelled
his appearance at MSC last
weekend.
- Don Pendley.

his new-found success. Ellen
Burstyn's performance as Beth,
the wife who should be the
woman behind the man — but
isn't
— is unquestionably
academy award material.
Mazursky has cast himself
into the movie as Hal Stern, the
pseudo-hip so Id-out producer
who tries to entice Alex into
d ire ctin g
some
of
the
"rottenest" films imaginable.
One
gets
the
idea
that
Mazursky's knowledge o f this
type of character is painfully
firsthand.
Alex
ambles
thru
the
wonderland of Hollywood, and
(in one of the finest moments of
the film ), the Vietnam war
taking place on the corner of
Hollywood and Vine.
POLITELY EGOTISTICAL
Mazursky, in his politely
egotistical way, has lifted whole
scenes from another film about a
director's problems in the world
of filmmaking. But it is good
clean honest fun to see pieces of
Federico Fellini's " 8 ’/ a " redone
in glorious technicolor. The
culmination of all o f this
copycatting is a remarkable
encounter where Alex actually
meets the great director. Fellini
treats his young fan to a
reception as warm as an arctic
sleighride.
Mazursky's talents go beyond
those o f actor and director. The
man must have a flair fo r the art
of persuasion, for he not only
got Fellini to appear in a brief
segment of his film but also
acquired the services of French
actress Jeanne Moreau, who
joins Sutherland in a carriage
ride down Hollywood boulevard.
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More MSC Construction
is Waiting in the Wings
Good news fo r those anxiously
awaiting completion of MSC's
building projects—constructions
now underway are soon to be
completed.
But more are on the way.
ACCORDING TO
facilities
director Jerry Quinn, Bohn Hall is
two-thirds completed, and w ill be
finished by the end of May. The
summer months w ill be used to
set up furniture and add finishing
touches. Bohn Hall w ill open its
doors to 600 residents at the start
of the fall semester.
The Student Union Building,
25%
completed,
has
been
redesigned to "better serve the
needs of the students," Quinn
said. A t the request of a student
committee,
a bowling
alley
planned for the building w ill be
replaced by an ice-cream parlor
and an arcade. The interest in the
alleys was not as great as that for
the arcades, Quinn explained.
Completion o f the union is
scheduled fo r November 1971.
Campus organizations w ill move
into the structure at the start of
the spring semester, 1972.
Construction crews have faced
several problems during the past
months, Quinn said. Heat had to
be installed in Bohn Hall to
protect the workers there from
freezing temperatures.
ALSO, THE installation of the
u tility lines near Stone Hall have

created parking problems in the
lot between the recreation lodge
and Stone Hall. Quinn remarked
that requests to eliminate use of
the lot had not been fulfilled as
well as expected, but he feels that
the situation there has improved,
"thanks to students who now
park their cars elsewhere."
In the future, MSC w ill remain
the scene of construction projects,
endowed by state grants, loans
and
bond
issues. The new
math-science building, scheduled
for completion in September
1972, w ill be constructed on the

Quinn:
Bohn's
Alm ost
Done.

LAST OF THE LOTS: The parking area adjacent to Partridge Hall and Sprague Library may be the last
convenient lo t when more construction takes place on campus next fall.

plot between the recreation lodge
(to be destroyed) and Stone Hall.
It
w ill
house the
physics,
chemistry
and
mathematics
departments.
A permanent street from the
Clove road bridge to the quarry
parking lot w ill be constructed
during the summer, Quinn said.
Also, the area between Finley Hall
and the fine arts building w ill be
converted to a pedestrial mall in
the spring.

Innovative

CLUB’s Cinema
Plans Newsflicks
With the aim o f Increasing
student interest in campus film
presentations,
the
Cinema
committee of CLUB is planning
several
innovations
in
its
programming, according to Jerry
King, a member of the committee.
One of
Cinema's greatest
problems, said King, has been
getting students to return to the

King:
W ill
Bring
More
Films.

campus at night for the shows. A
plan to generate more interest is
the production of short newsreels
Dased on the life and events
around the campus the concerts,
speakers, and students. "The
student w ill then become the
actors, and we hape they'll come
to
see
themselves,
and
consequently, the rest o f the
film s," said King.
HE STATED that the films
would probably be shown on
Saturday and Sunday nights, in
accordance w ith plans made by

the committee, which includes
chairm an
Kathy
Kopecky,
Michael Quick, and King.
Tentative feature plans include
such films as “ M *A *S #H ," and
"Joe". Possibilities also include
film festivals featuring "the films
of Paul Newman, Laurel and
Hardy, or whatever the students
w ant," King said.
He
added
that
program
advertising
would
also
be
improved. Plans call for posters to
be placed around the campus
weeks before the film s are to
appear. The advertising campaign
w ill also venture o ff campus to
include the community's high
school students and townspeople.
KING
EXPLAINED
that
Cinema operates on a fixed
budget each semester. "We try to
charge as low an admission fee as
possible," he said. He added that
C inem a
is
a
non-profit
organization, and that any extra
funds go back into the program.
During Tuesday night's power
blackout. Cinema
(who had
planned to show "Boys in the
Band") quickly planned to show
three films to dorm students: "P it
and the Pendulum," "A Big Hand
for the L ittle Lady," and "I Spy."

STUDENT UNION—GOING UP: The new student union building, housing organization offices and an
arcade, should be completed by 1972's spring semester.

News Desk /

QUARTERLY, MSC's literary
magazine w ill sponsor a poetry
reading m ulti media environment
on Wed. Feb. 24, place to be
announced. Anyone interested in
presenting on original film , short
play, poetry or prose reading
should contact W. Y. Fellenberg
or any member of the Quarterly
staff at their office on the second
floor of the student life building,
before Fri. Feb. 19.
The Montclair State N utrition
Education Service Center of the
home economics department is
sponsoring a WEIGHT CONTROL
PROGRAM
on
Monday
or
Tuesday afternoons at 3 p.m. The
sessions w ill be held in the
nutrition center located in the
recreation room of the Home
Management
House,
opposite

• Afro Lit Pamphlet Released
• Quarterly Sponsors Reading
• Diet Program Begins

Grace Freeman dorm itory on the
hill leading onto campus. There is
no charge. To sign up for the
program, call 893-4175. The first
meetings are scheduled for Mon.
Feb. 15 and Tues. Feb. 16.
The PSYCHOLOGY CLUB will
sponsor two lectures this week for
interested students and faculty
members. On Wed. Feb. 17, Dr.
Carmen Marina, director of the
Spanish-speaking teacher corps at
MSC. the lecture is entitled "The
Psychological Implications and
Problems of the bilingual program
for the Spanish speaking," and
w ill be held at 4 p.m. in Annex 4.
"The Methods and Opportunities
in Teaching Psychology in the
Secondary Schools," w ill be the
topic o f a second lecture given by
BILL CANNICI 4 p.m.

" M E S S A G E S :
AN
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
OF AFRICAN LITERATURE
FOR SCHOOLSS," the first major
guide of its kind fo r teachers and
students has been published by
the Montclair State College Press.
Over 160 volumes are included.
All are in English and are available
in the United States. The
bibliography is the first to provide
an annotated section on juveniles.
It also contains an annotated
section on adult literature and a
final selected bibliography of
other Africana among the Sprague
Library holdings. The work was
assembled
by
DR.
GIDEON-CYRUS MUTISO under
a working grant to MSC's Urban
Institute from the New Jersey Edu
cation corps.
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Father and Son

Sam and Sal —
Towing Tycoons
By Diane Forden
S taff Writer
Sam and Sal Covello may not
be familiar names on campus, but
to the commuters who have had
their cars towed they're well
known as the father-and-son team
from Sam's Garage at 118
Watchung Ave., Montclair, who
tow and store cars from MSC.
When notified by the college,
the Covellos tow away any cars
blocking other vehicles and store
them at their garage until the
driver is able to pay cash for the
return of his car.
Sal, the younger Covello,
explained that they had been
asked by the college to tow cars
last September and were required
to take out an insurance policy in
order to work on state property.
"Y ou see, it's not all p ro fit for
us," he said. "We have a business
to run and we're under contract
to tow cars, but some people sure
do give us a hard tim e."
"HOW ABOUT that lady the
other night?" laughed his father,
Sam, "The one who didn't sound
too much like a lady."
"Oh yeah," smiled his son.
"This lady refused to pay the fine,
let o ff a string of curses, and then
jumped into her car and backed
into a truck. She d idn't get too
far."
The Covellos have towed 29
cars from campus this year. They
set the fines according to the size
o f the car and w ill return the car
only upon payment — in cash.

"Most of the kids are good about
paying," said Sam. "We don't
accept checks tho, because we've
received some bad ones in the past
from other people. But if they
really want their cars they find
the money," he laughed.
"MY FATHER'S softer than I
am th o ," smiled the junior
Covello. "They can get away with
more when they deal w ith him. So
far we have tw o wristwatches
here. If we're not careful, we'll
have a jewelry store soon."
Sam admitted, "Well, this guy
said the watch was worth S150. It
looked expensive, so I took it. I
figured it's probably worth more
than the $15 fine even if he
doesn't pay up."
Both the Covellos agree that
their job is d iffic u lt when people
rudely try not to pay but is most
rewarding
when
customers
appreciate their services. "It's not
our fault if a car is parked
illegally. We're just doing our job
and we're really helping the kids
whose cars are blocked and can't
get o u t," Sal remarked.

THIS ISN'T A LOT: MSC student’s car sits in the "road dosed" area.-

’Mud Flats’

This Parking Lot Really Isn’t
The area between Mallory Hall
and the fine arts building
accommodates 300-400 cars on a
normal MSC weekday. But it's not
a parking lot.
"T hat area is not an official
parking area, but a 'road closed
area,'" said Joseph Daly, MSC
security
chief
and
parking
director. And students who park
in the unlined area are not fined
for blocking other cars in —
they're towed away.
"I HAD to make the decision
to to w ," said Daly. "I don't like
to, but I want to bring it to the
attention of the students that any
cars that are obstructing another
vehicle w ill be towed away."
On one recent day, Daly
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re: legal abortions

M ad em o iselle H andbags
and
Accessories
47 C H U R C H S T R E E T
M O N T C L A IR , N . J.

W ic k e r F u r n it u r e
a n d B a ske ts o f a ll k in d s
L o w im p o r t p ric e s !
W IC K E R L A N D
4 3 -A C h u rc h S t., M o n tlc a ir .
(n e a r H a h n e ’s) 7 8 3 -6 3 4 5

remarked, 12 cars were towed
because they
were blocking
roadways and other cars. "Several
students had parttime jobs to get
to, but were blocked in — so we
had to to w ."
But eight o f the 12 cars that
were towed did not have decals
and two belonged to visitors.
"That's one thing we have to
worry about," stated D aly.."W e
don't want to create bad public
relations, and these tw o cars were
mistakenly tow ed."
BLOCKING-IN
by
visitors
seems a sore point to many
owners o f obstructed cars. "Just
because they're visitors," said an
angry sophomore girl who came
to the MONTCLARION to use

rY * fv v

Early abortions are safer, simpler, easier to obtain, and
less costly than late abortions. If you think you are
pregnant, consult a physician w ithout delay.
If you want help, call us now. We provide free infor
mation land limited financial assistance) regarding
legal abortions performed without delay by Board cert i f i e d gynecologists in hospitals and out-patient
clinics. A ll inquiries are completely confidential.

COUNCIL ON ABORTION RESEARCH & EDUCATION
NON-PROFIT CORPORATION SWISS,
342 Madison Avenue

■ New York, New York 10017 ■ 1 2 1 2 1 6 8 2 6856

Y O U R Q U E S T IO N S ON

ABORTION
CAN O N L Y BE F U L L Y
A N S W E R E D BY

PROFESSIONALS
C A L L (215) 8 7 8 -5 8 0 0
24 hours
7 days
FO R T O T A L L Y C O N F I
D E N T IA L IN F O R M A T IO N .

JULY’S WEST
Monday Nights Only

We re co m m en d o n ly:
the m ost rep u ta b le physicians;
doctors o ffe rin g fa ir and reason
able prices; services w h ic h w ill be
c o m p le te ly w ith in the la w ; serv
ices p e rfo rm e d a t acc re d ite d hos
pitals.

Legal Abortions W ithout Delay

Bobby B. & Fuzzy Knutt

ARS INT.
Till?

BOWLERO

Buffet Served All Night Long

50
Bowling Lanes

the phone when she was blocked
in, "Why should they get away
w ith blocking students from
leaving?"
"That day," said Daly, "we
could have towed 200 cars
because they were blocking other
cars."
The one solution to the parking
problem is regularly ignored by
MSC students, Daly said. "We
have more than enough parking
spaces not being used in the
quarry area and the lower lots. If
students would utilize these
spaces, a lot of time, money and
aggravation would be avoided."

Abortion Counseling,
Information And
R eferral Services
Abortions up to 24 weeks of
pregnancy are now legal in
New York State. There are no
residency
restrictions
at
cooperating hospitals and
clinics. Only the consent of
the
patient
and
the
performing
physician
is
required.
If you think you are
pregnant,
consult
your
doctor. Don’t delay. Early
abortions are simpler and
safer.
If you need information or
p ro fessio n al
assistance,
including
i mme d i a t e
registration into available
hospi t al s
and
clinics,
telephone:

Junction of Routes
3 and 46
Clifton, New Jersey

T he
Abortion Information
Agency, Inc.

classified s

160 WEST 86th STREET
NEW YORK, N Y. 10024

the
COLLEGE bowl

S H U T T E R B U G S can snap to th e ir
h e a rts ’ c o n t e n t b y w o r k in g o n th e
M O N T C L A R I O N ’s
p h o to g r a p h y
s ta ff. A p p ly to m a n a g in g e d ito r ,
se co n d f lo o r , L if e H a ll.
N E E D
M O N E Y ?
The
M O N T C L A R IO N
is
h ir in g
in te re s te d , o u tg o in g
s tu d e n ts to
o b ta in ads o n p e rc e n ta g e basis.
A p p ly t o m a n a g in g e d ito r , se con d
f lo o r , L if e H a ll.

Must Be 21 or over
363 Lakeview Avenue
Clifton
Phone. 772-9850

2 1 2 -8 7 3 -6 6 5 0
8 A.M. TO 10 P.M.
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
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So You Still Don’t Have Those Texts?
M SC’s Bookstore Hassles M a y Be N o O n e ’s Fault’
‘ T he bookstore has no more
copies o f ..
Sound familiar? The complete
absence o f certain
texts—or
enough copies of th e m -a t the
College High gym bookstore
generally results in four-letter
e p ith e ts
c o n c e rn in g
the
bookstore's efficiency.
BUT THE complete fault
doesn't lie with the bookstore,
says its director, Mrs. Bertha
Faber. "O ur biggest problem is
not receiving book requests from
the instructors on tim e ." She
added that the bookstore received
some orders for this semester on
the first day of classes. (Mon.,
Feb. 1). "These books couldn't
possibly arrive until a week or two
after the semester begins."
One faculty member explained
this problem as "no one's fa u lt."
Professors often cannot estimate
the size of their classes until
several days befoYe the classes
meet." Also, sections may greatly
increase in size as the first week
progresses, he explained.

I
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'NO ONE'S FAUL T': MSC students line up in the College High bookstore.

RESIDENCE HALL APPLICATIONS FOR THE 1971-72 SCHOOL YEAR

Accusations of profiteering by
the bookstore are not accurate,
said Mrs. Faber. "The little p ro fit
that we do make goes toward
postage" for returning books to
publishers and payment for
book-packaging. "Most of the
bookstore's profits come from
selling novelty items, rather than
textbooks," she explained.
RETURNING
BOOKS
to
publishers also causes problems.
One policy of the bookstore, said
Mrs. Faber, is to return unsold
texts to the publishers early in the
semester. Thus, texts assigned for
use toward the end of the
semester might be unavailable in
the closing weeks.
According to associate English
professor
Dr.
Douglas
M.
Schwegel, a lack of space is
probably responsible for the need
to return books to publishers. He
suggests a larger bookstore in the
new student union building would
allow MSC to keep in stock
"books that all college bookstores
should have."

Residence Hall Applications for the 1971-1972 school year w ill be available starting Feb. 18, 1971.
Residence hall assignments are made fo r one year only w ith priority given to the date of application
and to students whose homes are located the greatest distance from the campus.
Applications w ill first be distributed at the Focus on Housing Meetings which will be held at 7 p.m.,
in Freeman Hall, and 8 p.m., in Stone Hall, on Feb. 18, 1971.
Applications w ill also be available in the College Housing Offices:
Women's building,
Freeman Hall

°r

Men's housing,
217 College Hall

°r

UNWANTED PREGNANCY?
We can arrange for an immediate legal abortion
(up to 12 weeks) at an accredited hospital Staffed
by Board Certified Gynecologists.

V IP

the fish bowl
Life Hall

REFERRAL SERVICE
Call (914) 337-0142
Mornings and Evenings

All applications must be completed and returned to the housing office, 217 College Hall, by March
25, 1971.

Small Fee for Services

LOVE STORY'
IS A PHENOMENON!"

WANTED:
College men and women for man
agement positions in government.
Must meet physical requirements.
Financial aid available for in
college trainees, or applicants
can enroll in special train in g
course on graduation. Stateside
a n d / o r overseas travel
guaranteed.

There has been nothing
like it in a generation!
And nothing like its star,
Ali MacGraw, to remind
the world of the kind of
stars that used to glisten
;n Hollywood! Her
appeal—and that of
'LOVE STO RY'-is
strong enough to
counter gravity!"
—Time Magazine

Here’s a government position with a
real future for both men and women.
An officer’s job in the Air Force. A
management level job in anybody’s
book. Certainly, there’s no better
way to get the experience and train
ing needed for executive responsi
bility.
If you have two years of college
remaining, you could find yourself
earning an Air Force commission
while you learn, through the Air
Force ROTC two-year program.
Along w ith college credits and a
commission,you’ll receive$50each
month as a student. And upon grad
uation, that management position
we promised will be waiting for you.
If an advanced degree is in your
plans, you’ll be happy to learn that
the Air Force has a number of out
standing programs to help you fur
ther your education.
If you're in your final year of col-

lege, you can get your commission
through the Air Force Officer Train
ing Program. It is open to all college
grads, both men and women, who
qualify.
Check it out. You’ll find that the
Air Force is one career that offers
something for everyone. Nearly 430
different jobs, ranging from aero
nautical engineering to zoology,
with almost everything else, includ
ing flying, in between. Butwhatever
your duties, you’ll soon discover
that the Air Force will let you move
just as far and as fast as your tal
ents can take you.
So look ahead and let your col
lege years pay off for you with a
managerial position in the U.S. Air
Force. Just send in this coupon or
write to USAF Military Personnel
Center, Dept. A, Randolph AFB,
Texas 78148, and get your postgrad
uate career off the ground.

f

SCN271
USAF Military Personnel Center
Dept. A
Randolph AFB, Texas 78148
Please send me more Information
on:

□ Air Force ROTC Program

A HOWARD G MINSKY - ARTHUR HILLER Production
AGE

N A IV E
(p le a s e p r i n t )

PHONE

John Marley & Ray Milland ERICH SEGAL ARTHUR HILLER
P odtcx) by

ADD RESS

C IT Y

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS

Ali MacGraw Ryan O’Neal

□ OfficerTrainlng School

»

Intuì™* Piodua-

Mu k Scoimi by

.u pni no

HÛWAR0G MINSKY DAVID GOLDEN FRANCIS L A U
S TA TE

Z IP

D A T E O F G R A D U A T IO N

SCHOOL

I understand there is no obligation.

Find yourself in the United States A ir Force
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GENERAL CINEMA S

GENERAL CINEMA'S

GENERAL CINEMA S

GENERAL CINEMA'S

BLUE S TAR
CINEMA

ESSEX GREEN
CINEMA

MENLO PARK
CINEMA

TOTOWA

WATCHUNG

WEST ORANGE

MENLO PARK

A Waltei Keade Theatre

B. S MOSS'S

RKO Stanley Warner s

CIRCLE

LEE

MILLBURN
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Indian String
Snapped at 6

L a C a m p a n a P h o to b y S te ve A le x is .

STILL GOING STRONG: Keith Weaver goes thru his moves on the
s till rings in the meet against Cortland State. MSC lost a heartbreaker
to Cortland, 117.15-116.

Working on 6-game winning
streak, Montclair State College
gymnasts dropped
a closely
contested meet to Cortland State,
117.15-116.00.
The
I ndi ans
s uf f er ed
considerably as they performed
w ithout the services of Bill
Balogh, their top all-around man.
He suffered a foot injury Friday
night, when he fell from the high
bar.
EARLIER IN the week, MSC
destroyed
Glassboro
State,
101.25-48.52. MSC was paced by
the balanced scoring of all its
members, as they placed 1-2-3 in
all events except the high bar.
Later in the week, MSC
trounced
Oneonta
State,
123.85-106.15. All-around Bill
Balogh led the Indian attack with
3 first place finishes, 2 seconds,

and a third.
MSC started out slowly against
Cortland State in the floor
exercises w ith Rich Kroon coming
in second w ith a score o f 7.55.
Placing
fo rth
and
sixth,
respectively, were Ed Kuhn w ith a
5.45 and John Molter w ith a 5.15.
IN THE side horse, MSC
regained lost ground w ith a win of
17.10 to Cortland's 14.00. Jack
Sampson led the way w ith a 7.15,
Kuhn placed third w ith a 5.0.
Keith Weaver finished fourth with
a 4.95.
In ring competition, Sampson
and Tom Fiorentino tied fo r first
w ith a score o f 7.55. Ed Kuhn
placed fourth w ith a 6.7.
In a closely contested long
horse event, Kroon finished first
w ith a game high of 9.15.

M S C 1 1 6 .0 0 — C o r tla n d S t. 1 1 7 .1 5
F lo o r E x e rc is e
1. S c h illin g , C S C , 7 .6 5 ; 2 . K r o o n ,
M S C , 7 .5 5 ; 3 . C o u ls o n , C SC, 6 .4 5 ; 4.
K u h n , M S C , 5 .4 5 ; 5 . M c G r a th , C S C ,
5 .3 ; 6 . M o lt e r , M S C , 5 .1 5 .
T o ta ls : M S C -1 8 .1 5 , C o r tla n d - 1 9 .4 0 .
S id e H o rs e
1. S a m p s o n , M S C , 7 .1 5 ; 2 . M c G r a th ,
C S C , 6 .2 5 ; 3 . K u h n , M S C , 5 .0 ; 5.
W eaver, M S C , 4 .9 5 ; 5 . L o z o w s k y , C S C ,
4 .1 5 ; 6 . F ie r r o , C S C , 3 .6 .
T o ta ls : M S C -1 7 .1 0 , C o r tla n d - 1 4 .0 0 .
R in g s
1.
(T ie d )
Sam pson,
M SC , and
F io r e n tin o , M S C , 7 .5 5 ; 3. L o z o w s k y ,
C S C , 7 .1 ; 4 . K u h n , M S C , 6 .7 ; 5.
M a r tin , C S C , 6 .1 ; 6 . M c G r a th , C SC,
5 .1 5 .
T o ta ls : M S C -2 1 .8 0 , C o r tla n d - 1 8 .3 5 .
L o n g H orse
1. K r o o n , M S C , 9 .1 5 ; 2. C o u ls o n ,
C SC, 9 .0 5 ; 3 . M c G r a th , C SC, 8 .5 5 ; 4 .
S a m p s o n , M S C , 8 .5 ; 5. K u h n , M S C ,
8 .3 ; 6 . S c h illin g , C S C , 7 .8 .
T o ta ls : M S C -2 5 .9 5 , C o r tla n d - 2 5 .4 0 .
P a ra lle l Bars
1. K u h n , M S C , 8 .5 0 ; 2 . L o z o w s k y ,
C S C , 8 .3 5 ; 3 . C o u ls o n , C S C , 7 .8 5 ; 4 .
M c G ra th , C S C , 6 .6 5 ; 5. S a m p s o n ,
M S C , 6 .1 5 ; 6 . W e a ver, M S C , 4 .9 0 .
T o ta ls : M S C -1 9 .5 5 , C o r tla n d - 2 2 .8 5 .
H ig h B ar
1. K u h n , M S C , 8 .2 ; 2 . D re n n e n ,
C S C , 8 .1 5 ; 3 . M a lla h a n , C SC, 5 .9 0 ; 4.
S a m p s o n , M S C , 3 .5 5 ; 5 . C o u ls o n , C S C ,
3 .1 0 ; 6 . W e a ver, M S C , 1 .7 0 .
T o ta ls : M S C -1 3 .4 5 , C o r tla n d - 1 7 .1 5 .
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In the Relays

Monmouth Sinks MSC
M ontclair Frosh Give
For 1st Season Loss Queens the Runaround
The
Women's
Recreation
Association swim team began the
second half of their scehdule with
a loss against powerful Monmouth
College, 63-32. The defeat, their
first of the year, came after
victories
against
December
Lehman College, Newark State
and Queens College.
MSC mermaids scored only one
first and one second in the meet.
Nancy Relling copped first place
in the 50-yard breaststroke with a
:36.6. The WRA's freestyler. Sue
Montgomery, managed a second
in the 50-yard free w ith a time of

:29.
LAST YEAR against ‘ MSC,
Monmouth set 5 pool records. In
the meet, the Hawks set records in
th e
50-yard
breaststroke,
backstroke and butterfly. They
also set new records in the
100-yard freestyle and 200-yard
free medley.
Four team records were made
by the Indians in the Monmouth
meet. Besides Miss Relling and
Miss
Montgomery,
who
set
records w ith their first and
second, Debbie Sprecher holds the
top
spot
in
the
100-yard

backstroke with a 1:17.2.
Miss Relling also holds the team
record
fo r
the
100-yard
breaststroke w ith a 1:23.7.
M o n m o u th 6 3 , M S C 32
200
m e d le y
— S t illw e ll,
R e llin g ,
S p re c h e r a n d M o n tg o m e r y , 2 :1 6 .8 .
1 0 0 fre e — G io r d a n o , 1 :1 8 .8 ; W ilk e r,
1 : 10 .
5 0 b a c k — S p re c h e r, :3 5 .7 ; S tillw e ll,
:3 5 .9 .
50 b re a s t — R e llin g , :3 6 .6 ; W ilk e r , :4 2 .
5 0 f l y — B a x te r , :3 2 .6 ; R e llin g , :3 7 .9 .
5 0 fre e — M o n tg o m e r y , :2 9 ; M e y e r,
:3 2 .4 .
1 0 0 b a c k — S p re c h e r, 1 :1 7 .2 ; S tillw e ll,
1 :1 8 .2 .
1 0 0 b re a s t — W ilk e r , 1 :3 1 .5 ; R e llin g ,
1 :2 3 .7 .
1 0 0 IM — B a x te r, 1 :1 8 .4 ; S p re c h e r,
1 :2 5 .6 .
2 0 0 fre e re la y — M e y e r, M o n tg o m e r y ,
B a x te r a n d W ilk e r , 2 :0 4 .8 .

QUEENS, N.Y. - Montclair State
College's freshman sprinters ran
rings around other competition in
the Queens Relay Carnival last
Saturday. MSC's little Indians
took 3 out o f 4 events in the
freshman—JV category.
Not to be undone, the varsity
won the distance medley, but was
disqualified in the 2-mile relay.
MIKE SINNOTT, Bill Terrell,
Tom Scanlon and Jim Hemmel
combined to win the sprint
medley w ith a 3:49.6. Pete
Winnicki took Terrell's place in
the mile relay, but the outcome

carol s a k o w it z

During the Blackout . . .
One of the surprising events that took place during
Montclair State College's blackout Monday night was the lack
of any incident on the part o f basketball fans here to see the
MSC-FDU game.
Some 2000 had gathered in Panzer gym halfway thru the
freshman game and more were due to arrive. MSC's little
Indians were getting the pants knocked o ff o f them, perhaps a
sign of things to come, when the lights went out.
They d id n't go o ff at once, just the ones above the baskets,
causing a delay in the game. After a few minutes, the game
resumed as Athletic Director Bill Dioguardi and Public Service
workers searched for the cause of the trouble.
ONE GENERATOR WORKED
Three generators provide MSC's electricity, but only one
was in operation at the time of the final blackout. Various
stories circulated concerning the shutdown of the third
generator and one person working in the electrical office
stated that the final shutdown was done on the assumption
that the game had been cancelled and the gym in process of
evacuation.
But for the fans who packed the stands and the lobby of
Panzer gym, the lights were supposed to be out for only two

minutes, just long enough to repair the damage. (Believe that
and I'll sell you some programs from the Knute Rockne Bowl
cheap.)
Somehow two minutes turned out to be the rest o f the
night and Dioguardi and other members o f the athletic
department spread the word that the game was cancelled.
Surprise, surprise, surprise.
OWN KIND OF WAR
Prior to the news, the fans waged their own kind of war
from across the stands, yelling cheers mixed w ith an obscenity
or two.
A t first the stands showed signs of minor confusion,
coupled with a little disgust from both sides, but on the whole,
no one panicked. Then some enterprising students shined
flashlights from their seats, making the gym look like an
old-time Hollywood premiere.
Meanwhile, on the gym floor, would-be spectators moved
along to the stands, greeting friends w ith: “ Rich, just walk
right on by and pretend that you don't see m e," or "T ony, say
hi to Pat. You remember her, you met her a couple of weeks
ago." "Sure, I never forget a face."

r
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was the same. The freshmen won
a gold medal in the mile w ith a
3:38.5.
The freshmen teamed w ith the
JV to win the 2-mile relay. With
Winnicki running the first leg of
the relay, followed by Ed
O'Connor, Frank Winkleman and
John Fisher, the quartet picked
up a first w ith an 8:38.5.
The varsity team of Steve
Schappert,
Greg Weiss,
Vic
Mizzone and Kevin McGrath won
the distance medley for MSC with
a time of 10:32.5.

WRA Routs
Hunter Five
The
Women's
Recreation
Association
basketball
team
overwhelmed Hunter College's
quintet, 75-23, for their second
win of the season.
IN A GAME that was no
contest for MSC, three players
scored in double figures. Mary
Hayek was high scorer fo r the
Indians w ith 7 buckets and two
free throws for a total of 16
points.
Denise Wood and Belinda I■
Venancio both had 6 baskets and
a foul shot, tallying 13 points
each.

\

M S C (7 5 )
F ic k e
W ood
V e n a n c io
S ch o en
H ayek
B is tr o m o w itz
Clause
H o ffm a n
Johns
S w ee n e y
Biscaha
T o ta ls

G
2
6
6
2
7
2
2
1
2
1
2
33

F
2
1
1
1
2
1
0
0
1
0
2
9

T

G
2
0
1
2
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
8

F
3
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
3
7

T

4
13
13
5
16
5
4
2
5
2
6
75

H u n te r (2 3 )
M c S o rle y
F itz g e ra ld
Russo
L e ith
M ara Id o
G la c y
S t ra n to n
H ill
S im m o n s
H u r le y
R in z le r
K e m e th e r
T o ta ls
S c o re b y q u a rte rs :
MSC
H u n te r

21
9

7
0
2
4
0
1
0
2
0
2
0
5
23

16 2 0 18 75
7
3
4 23
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Power Failure halts
MSC’s Knight Game
By Jim Dente
Sports Writer
Montclair
State
College's
basketball team knew it was going
to be in for a tough time hosting
the Knights of Fairleigh Dickinson
University last Monday, but let's
not term what took place a
"home court advantage."
The MSC campus fell victim to
a power failure which supposedly
affected parts of Passaic and
Bergen
counties.
But
MSC
appeared to be the only place
where everything was dark with
the possible exception of the gym.
THE LIGHTS over each basket
were out, but lighting over the
center of the court was in working
condition. It would have been
impossible for a varsity game to
take place under these conditions.

S ta ff P h o to by M o re y A n te b i.

GOING UP: Tod McDougald (15) battles a Yeshiva opponent fo r the
rebound. Captain Harry James (14) follows the action. McDougald
was the Indians' high scorer, with 15, in their 12th win in 14
outings.

Moss Returns
To MSC Five
By Brendan Su hr
Sports Writer
The patented cry of "Moss is
boss," w ill again ring thru Panzer
gym, as Willie Moss returns to
action
fo r
the
high-flying
Montclair State College basketball
team. He was ineligible for the fall
semester.
Moss, a 6 '4 ", 210-lb. senior
from Newark Central high school,
was a valuable member of the last
two NCAA tournament teams.
WILLIE
WAS
declared
ineligible for one semester by the
NCAA
rules
committee for
violating its bylaws. The violation
occurred when he played in a
benefit game for the widow of
Drayton Bembry, a former high
school teammate.
Moss violated the NCAA's
eligibility rule on all four counts;
the game was posted in advance, it
was officiated, the final score was
posted and recorded and the
participating team was uniformed.
Ollie Gelston, upon hearing of
the occurence, notified the NCAA

so that the team would not be
jeopardized.
THE
USUAL penalty for
violating a rule is complete
ineligibility for the entire season,
but because of the nature of the
game and the innocence in which
the violation was committed, a
lesser penalty was handed down.
Harry James, captain of the Big
Red Machine, said,"Willie w ill give
us a great deal of help up front,
especially w ith his rebounding and
defense. I th ink that Willie's
greatest asset for us down the
stretch this season w ill be his
experience."
Willie was a valuable sixth man
on the 24-3, NCAA tournament
team of tw o years ago. Last year,
he was a starter on the 23-3,
Eastern Regional finalists team.
He averaged 8.2 points per game
and grabbed 250 rebounds for the
season.
MOSS STATED "I w ill be
happy to contribute in any way to
help this team, because we all
have one common goal-the NCAA
tournament."

the trouble. No dice. They did the
best they could to see to it that
darkness befell the 2000 or more
fans.
When all the lights were shut
o ff for a two-minute period, they
were never to go back on. A
transformer blew when they
attempted to get the lights back
on and the fans sat in pitch black
surroundings for some 15 minutes
before members o f the police and
fire department entered the scene
with their emergency lighting
equipment.
THE PREDICAMENT resulted
in the cancellation o f evening
classes while the same held true
for undergraduate classes the
following day. As of press time,
no date had been announced
concerning the rescheduling of the
tilt, if there is to be one.
Other MSC cage action during
the course of the week was a bit
more peaceful. The Indians took a
pair o f encounters to lift their
mark to 12-2.
The first match was an exciting
83-79 win
over
Monmouth.
Balance was the key to this MSC
trium ph as the entire starting five
was in double figures.
PHIL BACCARELLA led the
lllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
way
w ith 8 field goals and 3 foul
NEW JERSEY STATE COLLEGE CONFERENCE
shots
for 19 points. Rounding out
BASKETBALL STANDINGS 2-7-71
the
high
scorers were Captain
OVERALL
Harry
James
w ith 18; Joe Lyons
W L PF
PA
W
L
PF
PA
M O N T C L A IR S T A T E
6 0 525 390 10
2
999 795
at 15; Bruce Davis, 14; and Tod
4 1 359 307 12
G LA S S B O R O S T A T E
3
1228 1067
McDougald, 13.
TR E N TO N STATE
4 2 439 371
9
6
1045 926
The contest was decided in the
JE R S E Y C IT Y S T A T E
2 4 353 4 6 5
7
6
886 944
final
minute of play. With 56
P A TER SO N S T A T E
1 4 398 407
7
9
1267 1249
seconds
showing on the clock and
NEW A R K STATE
0 6 358 492
3
11
841 1080
MSC
up
by a point, James was
llltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
deliberately fouled. He converted
his free throw to make it 79-77.
A missed free < throw by
Monmouth's Pete Cusick gave the
Indians possession and McDougald
cashed in w ith a jump shot to
account fo r the 4 point margin.
MSC THEN came back on
Saturday in fro n t of its home
crowd to destroy Yeshiva, 85-42,
in what is commonly referred to
as a "laugher."
Coach Ollie Gelston was able to
rest his regulars before the half
came to a close and everyone saw
action. The Indian defense did not
allow a field goal for a 13-minute
span in the first half, during which
time the offense poured in 14
straight to open the count to
28-6.
McDougald took scoring honors
with 15 points, while Willie Moss
came o ff the bench to sink 13.
Furthermore,
chances
of
a
rescheduled contest looked even
dimmer.
So MSC did everything in its
power (no pun intended) to get
the lights operating.
The partial blackout occurred
w ith approximately three minutes
remaining in the first half of the
freshman game, and the respective
coaches agreed to continue the
fiasco even tho the scoreboard
was not functioning.
THE
RESULT
was
an
embarrassing 25-point MSC defeat.
Meanwhile, Montclair officials
looked into what was hoped to be
local trouble stemming from the
gym alone. Athletic Director Bill
Dioguardi was able to contact two
Public Service employes who
thought that they had detected

MSC (8 5 )
B a cca re lla
D avis
D ux
H ig g in s
Jam es
M c D o u g a ld
P ra th e r
Moss
S te w a rt
W a lle r
W ebber
Lyons
T o ta ls

DEFENSE AS WELL AS OFFENSE: MSC scoring ace Phil
Baccarella (23) shows he can play both ends o f the court in the game
against Yeshiva. The Indians won, 85-42, in a game that could only
be termed a "laughter."
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4
4
0
1
4
5
2
5
2
2
0
4
33

F
2
0
1
1
0
5
0
3
1
2
2
2
19

Y e s h iv a (4 2 )
G F
6
17
P o lo n e r
3 0
Perl
1 0
Faber
W ilz ig
2 0
B e rtra m
0
1
Reiss
0 0
0 0
R ic h
T o ta ls
12 18
18 2 4
Y e shiva
4 7 38
M SC
M S C 1 2 -2 ; Y e s h iv a 1 -11

T
IO
8
1
3
8
15
4
13
5
6
2
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85
T
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6
2
4
1
0
0
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42
85
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SHE STARTED IT AL L : Madam Crane, fortune teller extraordinaire, was the first o f many Winter Weekend activities.

SHE'S ‘ON THE W AY': Loretta Long, performer on "Sesame
Street,"signs as autograph. She lectured here Wednesday night.

7 SEE A FORTUNE TELLER IN YOUR FUTURE': Madam Crane checks o ut the forecast o f an interested
MSC student in the student life building cafeteria.
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